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ABSTRACT

A mechanistic understanding of the Atlantic multidecadal variability (AMV) is highly desirable since it will considerably aid regional and global climate predictions. Although ocean dynamics have long been invoked to explain the AMV, recent studies have cast doubt on its influence. Here we evaluate the necessity of ocean dynamics for the AMV using an observationally based idealized model that isolates the contribution of atmospheric forcing to the AMV. By demonstrating that this model underestimates the magnitude of the observed sea surface temperature variability in the extratropical North Atlantic, we infer that ocean dynamics contribute significantly to the AMV in this region. This inference holds when we add anthropogenic aerosol forcing and the effects of mixed layer depth variability to the idealized model. Thus, our study suggests that ocean heat transport convergence is needed to explain sea surface temperature variability in the extratropical North Atlantic. Sustained ocean observing systems in this region will help untangle the physical mechanisms involved.

1. Introduction

The Atlantic multidecadal variability (AMV) is a mode of basinwide sea surface temperature (SST) variability over the North Atlantic Ocean with pronounced signals at decadal-to-multidecadal time scales (Schlesinger and Ramankutty 1994; Kerr 2000). The AMV significantly affects global and regional climate [see review by Zhang et al. (2019)] through its impact on the global-mean temperature (Ting et al. 2009), the position of the Atlantic intertropical convergence zone (Ting et al. 2011), the North Atlantic jet stream and storm-track locations (Häkkinen et al. 2011; Woollings et al. 2012), climate over North America and western Europe (Enfield et al. 2001; Hoerling and Kumar 2003; McCabe et al. 2004; Sutton and Hodson 2005; O’Reilly et al. 2017), monsoon precipitation over the African Sahel (Zhang and Delworth 2006; Shanahan et al. 2009), and North Atlantic hurricanes (Goldenberg et al. 2001; Trenberth and Shea 2006). Thus, the importance of understanding what drives the AMV cannot be overstated.

Many past studies have explored AMV driving mechanisms. On the one hand, studies based on simulations using fully coupled models suggest a strong relationship between the AMV and the Atlantic meridional overturning circulation (AMOC). In these studies, the warm phase of the AMV is correlated with an intensified AMOC that acts to increase the ocean’s northward heat transport (Delworth et al. 1993; Timmermann et al. 1998; Latif and Keenlyside 2011; Ruprich-Robert and Cassou 2015; Delworth et al. 2017; Zhang 2017; Zhang et al. 2019). A prominent role for ocean dynamics is evident in forcing the AMV SST anomaly (SSTA) and setting its periodicity (Drews and Greatbatch 2017; Kim et al. 2018; Zhang et al. 2019). On the other hand, a recent study (Clement et al. 2015) has shown that an atmospheric model coupled to a slab ocean produces an AMV similar to that of fully coupled models and in the observational record. This study concludes that atmospheric forcing alone is sufficient to generate the AMV.
Observational evidence in support of either of these contrasting model-based views is limited. One study uses century-long sea level data along the U.S. East Coast to show that ocean currents modulate subpolar North Atlantic heat content, adding support to the contention of the ocean as a strong contributor to the AMV (McCarthy et al. 2015). A few other studies have demonstrated that on multidecadal time scales positive (negative) SSTA are related to turbulent heat fluxes out of (into) the ocean (Gulev et al. 2013), a linkage that has been interpreted as an indication of the ocean driving the AMV (Cayan 1992; Drews and Greatbatch 2016; O’Reilly et al. 2016; Zhang et al. 2016). Collectively, these studies support the “ocean” view; however, it has recently been demonstrated that this positive linkage may instead be an artifact of smoothing methods (Cane et al. 2017); uncertainties remain regarding the impact that oceanic damping has on the linkage (Zhang 2017).

Thus, no consensus has emerged to date on the role of the ocean in driving the AMV (Sutton et al. 2018). In large part, this impasse is attributable to the paucity of ocean observations in time and space. Sidestepping this hurdle, we utilize the ample atmospheric observational record, as well as SST observations, to assess the degree to which atmospheric variability alone can account for the AMV. Specifically, we infer the role of the ocean by comparing the SSTA produced from an idealized red-noise model, built to mimic an atmosphere-only forced ocean mixed layer, to the observed SSTA. We interpret any mismatch as an implication that ocean dynamics is a driver of North Atlantic SST variability.

2. Data and methods

In this section we derive our conceptual red-noise model from the mixed layer heat budget. We then outline the observational datasets used to derive the parameters of our model.

a. Conceptualize mixed layer heat balance as a red-noise model

The starting point for the derivation of our conceptual red-noise model is the mixed layer heat budget. In the equations and formulations below, overbars denote the climatological monthly mean of a variable. Primes are the deviation from the monthly climatology, and the resultant anomaly is also detrended. The SSTA tendency in the mixed layer, which results from the net exchange of heat across the air–sea interface and heat fluxes due to oceanic processes, is formulated as

\[
\frac{\partial T'}{\partial t} = \left[ \frac{Q_{\text{net}}}{(\rho_o C_p h_m)} \right] + H'_{\text{ocean}}. \tag{1}
\]

where \( T' \) is the SSTA, \( Q_{\text{net}} \) is the net surface heat flux into the ocean (positive downward), \( h_m \) is the ocean mixed layer depth (MLD), \( H'_{\text{ocean}} \) is the anomalous heat convergence due to oceanic processes (i.e., the sum of the convergence of horizontal and vertical heat flux by large-scale circulation and eddies, entrainment, and diffusive heat flux at the base of the mixed layer), \( \rho_o = 1024 \text{ kg m}^{-3} \) is the reference density, and \( C_p = 3850 \text{ J kg}^{-1} \text{ K}^{-1} \) is the specific heat of seawater.

The term \([Q_{\text{net}}/(\rho_o C_p h_m)]\) includes both net surface heat flux anomalies \( Q_{\text{net}} \) and MLD anomalies \( h'_m \), i.e., \([Q_{\text{net}}/(\rho_o C_p h_m)] = [1/(\rho_o C_p)](Q_{\text{net}}/h_m) + Q_{\text{net}}(1/h_m')\). Expanding the term \((1/h_m')\) and linearizing about the monthly climatology of MLD based on Taylor expansion yields \([Q_{\text{net}}/(\rho_o C_p h_m)]'^{\prime} = Q_{\text{net}}/[\rho_o C_p(h_m/h_m')]\). With the above expansion of \([Q_{\text{net}}/(\rho_o C_p h_m)]\), Eq. (1) can be expressed as

\[
\frac{\partial T'}{\partial t} = \frac{Q_{\text{net}}}{\rho_o C_p h_m} - \frac{Q_{\text{net}} h'_m}{\rho_o C_p (h_m')^2} + H'_{\text{ocean}}. \tag{2}
\]

Here, \( Q_{\text{net}}' \) consists of four terms: downward solar radiation absorbed by the mixed layer (i.e., downward solar radiation at the surface minus the penetration of solar radiation at the bottom of the mixed layer), longwave radiation back to the atmosphere, and turbulent sensible and latent heat fluxes (i.e., \( Q_{\text{net}}' = Q_{\text{SW}}' - Q_{\text{LW}}' - Q_{\text{SH}}' - Q_{\text{LH}}' \)). Bulk formulas relate the turbulent heat fluxes to surface wind speed \( U \), the air–sea temperature difference \( (T - T_a) \), and the air–sea humidity difference \( (q - q_a) \) as

\[
Q_{\text{SH}} = \rho_a C_D |U| [C_p (T - T_a)], \tag{3}
\]

\[
Q_{\text{LH}} = \rho_a C_D |U| [L_v (q - q_a)]. \tag{4}
\]

In Eqs. (3) and (4), \( \rho_a = 1.225 \text{ kg m}^{-3} \) is the density of air, \( C_D = 1.15 \times 10^{-3} \) is the transfer coefficient for sensible and latent heat, \( C_p = 1004 \text{ J kg}^{-1} \text{ K}^{-1} \) is the specific heat of air, and \( L_v = 2.5 \times 10^6 \text{ J kg}^{-1} \) is the latent heat of vaporization.

Neglecting second-order terms, the turbulent heat flux anomalies can be quantified as

\[
Q_{\text{SH}}' = \rho_a C_D C_p [U(T' - T_a') + |U|(T - T_a)], \tag{5}
\]

\[
Q_{\text{LH}}' = \rho_a C_D L_v [U(q' - q_a') + |U|(q - q_a)]. \tag{6}
\]

Since the atmosphere near the ocean surface is saturated, and the saturation humidity is a function of temperature,
\( q' \) is determined solely by \( T' \) and is thus formulated as \( q' = L_m(\partial q/\partial T)|_T T' \). Given the dependence of \( q' \) on \( T' \), Eq. (6) can be expressed as

\[
Q'_LH = \rho_a C_p L_v \left\{ \overline{U} \left[ \frac{\partial q}{\partial T} T' - q'_v \right] + \left[ U' (\overline{q} - \overline{q}_v) \right] \right\}.
\] (7)

As can be seen from Eqs. (5) and (7), anomalies in the surface sensible and latent heat fluxes are a function of SSTA \((T')\) and atmospheric variables. Anomalies in the atmospheric variables \((|U'|, T'_a, q'_a)\) may result from internal atmospheric variability or be the response to the underlying SSTA. To quantify the response of the atmospheric variables to SSTA, we separate the turbulent heat flux anomalies into two components: anomalies due to SSTA (we assume a linear relationship) and a residual that contains the atmospheric contribution. With this separation, Eqs. (5) and (7) are expressed as

\[
Q'_{SH} = \rho_a C_p \left[ \overline{U} \left( \frac{\partial T}{\partial T} T' - \frac{\partial q}{\partial T} T' \right) + \frac{\partial |U'|}{\partial T} T' (T - T_a) \right] + Q'_{SH, res},
\] (8)

\[
Q'_{LH} = \rho_a C_p L_v \left\{ \overline{U} \left( \frac{\partial q}{\partial T} T' - \frac{\partial q}{\partial T} T' \right) + \frac{\partial |U'|}{\partial T} T' (\overline{q} - \overline{q}_a) \right\} + Q'_{LH, res}.
\] (9)

In Eqs. (8) and (9), \( Q'_{SH, res} \) and \( Q'_{LH, res} \) are the residuals of the sensible heat flux and latent heat flux, respectively. Adding Eqs. (8) and (9), the turbulent heat flux anomalies are quantified as

\[
Q'_{SH} + Q'_{LH} = \left\{ \rho_a C_p \overline{U} \left[ C_p L_v \frac{\partial q}{\partial T} + \frac{\partial q}{\partial T} \left( \frac{\partial T}{\partial T} - T_a \right) + \frac{\partial |U'|}{\partial T} 0 \right] \right\} T' + Q'_{SH, res} + Q'_{LH, res}.
\] (10)

The dependence of turbulent heat flux on SSTA [term in brackets on the right-hand side of Eq. (10)] provides an important SSTA damping mechanism (Stephens et al. 2012), whose intensity can be quantified by a damping coefficient, \( \alpha \). Terms that involve \( T' \) in Eq. (10) decompose \( \alpha \) into three components: a direct response of sensible and latent heat flux to SSTA \((\alpha_{self})\), the response of wind speed to SSTA \((\alpha_{U'})\), and the thermal adjustment of air temperature and humidity to SSTA \((\alpha_{thermal})\):

\[
\alpha = \alpha_{self} + \alpha_{U'} + \alpha_{thermal}.
\] (11)

The term \( \alpha_{self} = \rho_a C_p \overline{U} \left[ C_p L_v \frac{\partial q}{\partial T} + \frac{\partial q}{\partial T} \right] \) is determined by the background wind speed \( |U'| \) and the sensitivity of saturation specific humidity to SSTA, which increases exponentially with background SST. The terms \( \alpha_{U'} = \rho_a C_p \overline{U} \left[ C_p L_v (T - T_a) + L_v (\overline{q} - \overline{q}_a) \right] \) \([\partial |U'|/\partial T]\) and \( \alpha_{thermal} = -\rho_a C_p \overline{U} \left[ C_p L_v (\partial T'/\partial T) + L_v (\partial q'/\partial T) \right] \) depend on the partial derivatives of \( |U'|, T'_a, \text{and} \ q'_a \) with respect to SSTA, which we calculate based on the covariance between SSTA and \(|U'|, T'_a, \text{and} \ q'_a \) when the SSTA leads by one month, similar to Frankignoul et al. (1998), that is,

\[
\frac{\partial |U'|}{\partial T} = \frac{\text{cov}[|U'|, T'(-1)]}{\text{var}[T'(-1)]},
\] (12)

\[
\frac{\partial T'_a}{\partial T} = \frac{\text{cov}[T'_a, T'(-1)]}{\text{var}[T'(-1)]},
\] (13)

\[
\frac{\partial q'_a}{\partial T} = \frac{\text{cov}[q'_a, T'(-1)]}{\text{var}[T'(-1)]}.
\] (14)

With the quantification of \( \alpha \), the turbulent heat flux anomalies [Eq. (10)] can be partitioned as

\[
-Q'_{SH} - Q'_{LH} = -\alpha T' + Q'_{res}.
\] (15)

The term \( Q'_{res} = Q'_{SH, res} + Q'_{LH, res} \) is the residual of turbulent heat flux anomalies from the damping mechanism, which is independent of SSTA and represents turbulent heat flux anomalies due to atmospheric variability. In our analysis, we assume that the radiative heat flux...
\( Q_{sw}' - Q_{lw}' \) is mainly determined by the atmosphere (Frankignoul and Kestenare 2002). Collecting terms, we quantify \( Q'_{atmo} = Q_{sw}' - Q_{lw}' + Q'_{res} \) as the atmospheric contribution to the net surface heat flux anomaly and

\[
Q'_{net} = -\alpha T' + Q'_{atmo}.
\]

Substituting Eq. (16) into Eq. (2), we formulate the mixed layer heat balance as

\[
\frac{\partial T'}{\partial t} = \frac{\alpha T'}{\rho c_p \bar{T}_m} + Q'_{atmo} - \frac{Q_{net}' h'_m}{\rho c_p \bar{T}_m} - \frac{Q_{net}' h'_m}{\rho c_p \bar{T}_m} + H'_{ocean}.
\]

With this formulation, the SSTA tendency is attributed to SSTA damping by turbulent heat flux (term A), forcing by the atmospheric heating (term B), temperature changes due to interannual MLD variability (term C), and heating anomalies due to oceanic processes (term D).

To isolate the atmospheric thermal forcing on AMV SSTA, we first set the MLD term \( H_{MLD} \) and the oceanic heat transport \( H_{ocean} \) term to zero in the mixed layer heat balance model [Eq. (17)]. In addition, given that the atmosphere has very short memory, we assume the atmospheric heating term \( H_{atmo} \) to be white noise, which is formulated as a normal distribution function, \( N(0, \sigma^2) \). The distribution parameter \( \sigma \) is the standard deviation (STD) of \( H_{atmo} \). Further, we define the e-folding time of SSTA as

\[
\tau = \frac{\rho c_p \bar{T}_m}{\alpha}.
\]

With the above assumptions and simplifications, the mixed layer heat balance [Eq. (17)] is conceptualized as a red-noise model (Hasselmann 1976):

\[
\frac{\partial T'}{\partial t} = -\frac{T'}{\tau} + N(0, \sigma^2).
\]

The model consists of only two parameters, \( \tau \) and \( \sigma \). In our analysis, both parameters are derived from observations (see section 2b).

We simulate atmospheric heating-forced SSTA by integrating the red-noise model [Eq. (19)] for 200 years. The simulation is repeated 1000 times to estimate the SSTA standard deviation (STD) and quantify its uncertainty range. In this study, the uncertainty range is defined as the 95% confidence interval of SSTA STD derived from the 1000 simulations.

b. Observation-based datasets

All data used in this study, except the aerosol radiative forcing, are from observation-based sources. The SSTs used to construct the AMV index [SSTA\(^1\) averaged over the entire North Atlantic (NASSTA), as shown in Fig. 1a)] extends from 1900 to 2016 and are from five datasets: the Extended Reconstructed SST (ERSST), version 4 (Huang et al. 2015; Liu et al. 2015), the Centennial in situ Observation-Based Estimates (COBE) SST (Hirahara et al. 2014), the Hadley Centre Sea Ice and Sea Surface Temperature dataset (HadISST) (Rayner et al. 2003), the International Comprehensive Ocean–Atmosphere Dataset (ICOADS) (Worley et al. 2005), and Kaplan SST (Kaplan et al. 1998). To reflect regional features associated with the AMV, we define the extratropical (tropical) North Atlantic SSTA index as SSTA averaged over 40°–65°N, 60°–10°W (5°–20°N, 75°–20°W).

\(^1\) The SSTA used to construct observed AMV (NASSTA), EASSTA, and TASSTA indices has been detrended and deseasonalized.
where AMV explains a significant portion of SSTA variance. According to our analysis, the SSTA indices are highly consistent among the five datasets, as the data spread is an order of magnitude smaller than the average SSTA (Fig. 1). This consistency applies to all three SSTA indices, even in the early part of the record where SST observations are relatively sparse (Fig. 1).

The parameters that define the red-noise model [Eq. (19)], namely the e-folding time $\tau$ and the STD of atmospheric heating rate $\sigma$, are also derived from observation-based datasets. Specifically, deriving $\tau$ involves a quantification of SSTA damping rate by surface heat flux $\alpha$ [Eqs. (10)–(14)] and an estimation of ocean mixed layer depth (MLD) [Eq. (18)]. The SSTA damping rate $\alpha$ [Eqs. (10)–(14)] is calculated using the oceanic and meteorological variables archived by ICOADS, the Twentieth Century Reanalysis (20CR) (Compo et al. 2011), and the National Centers for Environmental Prediction–National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCEP–NCAR) reanalysis (Kalnay et al. 1996). Information about the three datasets and about data usage is summarized in Table 1.

The MLD is derived from the gridded monthly temperature and salinity fields from EN4.2.1 (Good et al. 2013) using the potential density criteria of $\Delta \rho = 0.125 \text{kg m}^{-3}$ (de Boyer Montégut et al. 2004). MLDs derived from EN4.2.1 are consistent with MLDs derived from Argo profiles (Holte et al. 2017; Argo 2019) over the North Atlantic (Fig. 2). We opt to use EN4.2.1 for MLD climatology due to its longer temporal coverage. To calculate the e-folding time for the red-noise model [Eq. (18)], the climatological (1950–2009) MLD is used and the damping coefficients $\alpha$ are from the average of the ICOADS, NCEP–NCAR, and 20CR datasets (Table 1).

The heating rate due to atmospheric forcing $H_{\text{atmo}}$ [term B in Eq. (17)] is derived from the 20CR and NCEP–NCAR datasets. We first calculate $H_{\text{atmo}}$ for each individual month from $Q'_{\text{atmo}}$ and the climatological MLD for that month during 1900–2016 (1900–2012 for the 20CR and 1948–2016 for NCEP/NCAR), and then derive $\sigma$ as the STD of $H_{\text{atmo}}$. Over the extratropical North Atlantic, $\sigma$ is $0.074 \text{K month}^{-1}$. This value increases to $0.27 \text{K month}^{-1}$ over the tropical North Atlantic. It is noteworthy that $\sigma$ is the STD of atmospheric thermal forcing rather than surface heat flux. The former is the effective heating rate that the surface heat flux will generate throughout the entire mixed layer, and is weighted by the inverse of the MLD. The deep mixed layer in the extratropical North Atlantic makes the surface heat flux less effective in generating temperature anomalies than in the tropical ocean.

When performing simulations with the red-noise model, the uncertainties in the e-folding time $\tau$ and the STD of atmospheric heating rate $\sigma$ are taken into account. Specifically, we used a bootstrap method to subsample the EA/TA $\tau$–$\sigma$ parameter sets (i.e., we randomly draw half of the EA or TA grid cells and calculate the area-weighted average of $\tau$ and $\sigma$) 1000 times from the parameters derived from all three datasets. The uncertainties in the parameters are incorporated into the red-noise model simulations. From these simulations, we find that the uncertainties in model parameters contribute 20% (9%) of the simulated SSTA STD uncertainty in the tropical (extratropical) North Atlantic.

c. Climate model simulations of aerosol forcing on AMV

To quantify the contribution of anthropogenic aerosol to AMV SSTA, we analyze the output of five models from phase 5 of the Climate Model Intercomparison Project (CMIP5) that provide multiple ensemble members for the Anthropogenic Aerosol simulations (Table 2). In these idealized experiments, only anthropogenic aerosols are considered as a forcing agent for the twentieth-century (1900–2006) climate (Taylor et al. 2012).

### Table 1. Information about the ICOADS, NCEP–NCAR, and 20CR datasets.

When calculating the damping coefficients $\alpha$ based on the average of the three datasets, the value derived from individual datasets are interpolated into a $1 \times 1$ grid cell to match the EN4.2.1 dataset.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>Horizontal resolution (lat × lon)</th>
<th>Temporal coverage</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ICOADS</td>
<td>$2.0^\circ \times 2.0^\circ$</td>
<td>1950–2016</td>
<td>Only data after the 1950s are used in this study due to low data coverage prior to this decade. At each grid cell, missing observations are filled using linear interpolation before calculating the SSTA lead-1 correlation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NCEP–NCAR</td>
<td>$2.5^\circ \times 2.5^\circ$</td>
<td>1948–2016</td>
<td>The monthly mean of surface wind speed is calculated from the 6-hourly $u$ and $v$ wind.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20CR</td>
<td>$2.0^\circ \times 2.0^\circ$</td>
<td>1900–2016</td>
<td>The monthly mean of surface wind speed is calculated from the 6-hourly $u$ and $v$ wind.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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We first calculate AMV SSTA in each ensemble member, and then use the unweighted mean among ensemble members to represent the response of SSTA to aerosol forcing in each model. Without other forcing agents, the model-simulated AMV SSTA STD is attributable to aerosol forcing (Table 2). Here, we assume that aerosol forcing and atmospheric heating are mutually independent, in that they show distinct power spectra in the frequency domain (Booth et al. 2012; Bellucci et al. 2017). Thus, SSTA variability generated by the combination of atmospheric heating and anthropogenic aerosol is estimated as \( \sqrt{\sigma_{\text{atmo}}^2 + \sigma_{\text{aerosol}}^2} \).

3. Contribution of the extratropical and tropical North Atlantic to the AMV

Although the AMV is a basin-scale mode (Schlesinger and Ramankutty 1994; Kerr 2000), it exhibits important spatial variability relevant to this study. The positive AMV phase, manifested as a basin-scale warming, has two centers of action: one located in the extratropical North Atlantic (EASSTA; 40°–65°N, 60°–10°W) and the other in the tropical North Atlantic (TASSTA; 5°–20°N, 75°–20°W) (Fig. 3a).

While the SSTA in both regions is highly correlated with the AMV, the persistence of the SSTA signal is markedly different between the regions. Based on monthly SSTA data, the autocorrelation function of the EASSTA shows a parallel with the AMV SSTA (i.e., NASSTA): both slowly weaken until they become statistically insignificant after 12 years\(^2\) (Fig. 3b). In contrast, the TASSTA shows considerably less persistence. Its autocorrelation decays quickly, becoming insignificant within three years (Fig. 3b). Figure 3b suggests that the quick decay of TASSTA after a year cannot explain the long persistence of AMV SSTA. However, the observed TASSTA does show a significant power spectrum at the decadal-to-multidecadal time scale. To verify that the sharp decrease of TASSTA autocorrelation is not a result of the relatively noisy tropical SSTA, we

\[ \text{ACF} = 1.96\sqrt{\frac{N}{\sqrt{N - d}}} \]

According to Figs. 3b and 3c, the ACF of EASSTA becomes statistically insignificant (i.e., when |ACF| < t and the null hypothesis should be accepted) when time lag d increases to 149 months (about 12 years).
recalculate the autocorrelation using annual-mean SSTA (Fig. 3c). We start the AMV year in April in order to make the winter season contiguous (December–February). As seen in Fig. 3c, the autocorrelation functions of TASSTA, EASSTA, and AMV SSTA are almost identical to those calculated using monthly data (Fig. 3b). TASSTA decays quickly after one year, but the EASSTA and AMV SSTA persist. This EASSTA/TASSTA difference shows that the slowly varying feature of AMV SSTA mainly results from the extratropical branch (Wills et al. 2019).

The importance of the extratropical branch to the AMV is also apparent in the temporal evolution of the AMV SSTA (Fig. 4). Four to five years prior to the maximum AMV, there is a significantly positive SSTA in the extratropical North Atlantic, but no detectable SSTA appears in the tropical North Atlantic (Figs. 4a,b). At the same time, surface winds are manifested as an intensification of the westerlies along 45°N and thus the enhancement of cyclonic circulation (low pressure) in the subpolar region (Fig. 4b), resembling a positive phase of the North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO) (Timmermann et al. 1998; Gastineau and Frankignoul 2015; Ruprich-Robert and Cassou 2015; Delworth et al. 2017). Subsequently, the SSTA in the extratropical North Atlantic spreads into the tropical ocean one year before the AMV peak and forms a horseshoe-like AMV SSTA pattern (Figs. 3a and 4e). Accompanying the horseshoe-like SSTA, surface wind shows weakened westerlies in the midlatitudes (40°–50°N), as well as a weakened subpolar cyclone and subtropical anticyclone (Figs. 4e,f). Such a circulation pattern resembles a negative phase of NAO, and favors warm SSTA in the tropical ocean through cloud-radiative feedback (Seager et al. 2003; Brown et al. 2016). The AMV reaches its peak positive phase with 0.6-K warming in the extratropical North Atlantic and 0.4-K warming in the tropics (Fig. 4f). Two to four years after the AMV peak, the warm SSTA persists in the extratropical North Atlantic but disappears in the tropical North Atlantic (Figs. 4g–j). Given these important differences in the tropical and extratropical regions (Drews and Greatbatch 2017; Wills et al. 2019), we separately model these domains to assess the impact of atmosphere-only forcing on their SST variability.

4. Modeling an atmosphere-forced ocean mixed layer

We next model the mixed layer heat balance over the two spatial domains outlined in Fig. 3a. The SSTA

TABLE 2. Information about CMIP5 models used in this study. In the resolution column, nLat and nLon indicate the number of grid points in the latitudinal and longitudinal directions, respectively. In the NASSTA (index used to define AMV in observations) STD column, the number in the parentheses is the SSTA STD calculated using detrended time series.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Resolution (nLat × nLon, level)</th>
<th>Ensemble members</th>
<th>NASSTA STD (K)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CCSM4</td>
<td>192 × 288, L26</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.06 (0.026)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CanESM2</td>
<td>T63, L35</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.165 (0.039)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSIRO-Mk3.6.0</td>
<td>T63, L18</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.07 (0.066)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GISS-E2-H</td>
<td>89 × 144, L39</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.08 (0.011)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GISS-E2-R</td>
<td>89 × 144, L39</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.03 (0.025)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 3. (a) SSTA regression upon the AMV index (Fig. 1a). The stippled region is where the AMV index explains more than 30% of local SSTA variance. The black boxes denote the extratropical North Atlantic and tropical North Atlantic. (b) Autocorrelation function of AMV SSTA (black curve), extratropical North Atlantic SSTA (EASSTA; blue curve), and tropical North Atlantic SSTA (TASSTA; red curve). The shading on the curves represents the uncertainty range of the SSTA autocorrelation function as derived from the five SST datasets. The SSTA indices have monthly resolution. (c) As in (b), but using the annual indices with AMV year starting in April and ending in the following March to make the winter season contiguous.
tendency in the mixed layer is the result of damping by the turbulent sensible and latent heat fluxes, atmospheric heating, interannual variability of MLD, and heating due to oceanic processes [Eq. (17)]. To isolate the contribution of atmospheric forcing on SSTA variability in the extratropical and tropical North Atlantic, we conceptualize mixed layer heat balance as a red-noise model in which SSTA is forced exclusively by atmospheric heating $H_{\text{atmo}}$ [term B in Eq. (17), which is approximated as a normally distributed white noise] and damped at a rate of $T_0/\tau$ due to the dependence of turbulent heat fluxes on SSTA [Eq. (19)].

a. The e-folding time scale of North Atlantic SSTA

In the red-noise model [Eq. (19)], the e-folding time scale of SSTA, denoted by $\tau$, a measure of persistence, is set by the MLD and a damping coefficient $\alpha$ that depends on meteorological conditions at the sea surface [Eqs. (10)–(14)]. Deep (shallow) MLDs and weak (strong) damping lead to long (short) e-folding time scales and more (less) persistent SSTA.

We first calculate the damping coefficients $\alpha$ [Eqs. (10)–(14)] over the North Atlantic based on air–sea parameters from the ICOADS, NCEP–NCAR reanalysis, and 20CR datasets. All three datasets show strong SSTA damping by turbulent heat fluxes south of the Gulf Stream extension, and relatively weak damping over the extratropical North Atlantic (Figs. 5a,e,i). The datasets, however, differ in their damping over the tropical oceans. ICOADS shows a damping coefficient close to $35\,\text{W m}^{-2}\text{K}^{-1}$ (Fig. 5a), while the damping is weaker than $20\,\text{W m}^{-2}\text{K}^{-1}$ in both NCEP–NCAR (Fig. 6e) and 20CR (Fig. 5i). Since the three datasets generally agree on the magnitude of $\alpha_{\text{self}}$ and $\alpha_{\text{thermal}}$ over the tropics (Figs. 5b,d,f,h,j,l), this spread in damping coefficients likely results from uncertainties in the response of wind speed to SSTA ($\alpha_U$). Specifically, $\alpha_U$...
is weakly positive (1–2 W m⁻² K⁻¹) over the tropical North Atlantic in ICOADS³ (Fig. 5c), but is moderately negative (about −10 W m⁻² K⁻¹) in NCEP–NCAR (Fig. 5g) and 20CR (Fig. 5k). The negative values of $a_{U}$ in the two reanalysis datasets are consistent with the observed “wind–evaporation–SSTA feedback” mechanism in the tropical ocean, in which a positive SSTA weakens the wind and evaporation, thus maintaining the warm SSTA (Xie and Philander 1994).

To minimize uncertainties in $a_{U}$ introduced by different datasets, we quantify the damping coefficients $a$ using the average of the three datasets (Figs. 5m–p). Over most of the subtropical gyre, the damping coefficient is ≈20 W m⁻² K⁻¹, a value similar to that obtained by Frankignoul et al. (1998) and Frankignoul and Kestenare (2002), who derived $a$ directly from the lead–lag covariance between turbulent heat flux and SSTA. SSTA damping is maximum south of the Gulf Stream, but is relatively weak over the extratropical North Atlantic, especially over the subpolar gyre (Fig. 5m), which likely results from a combination of weak self-damping due to a cold background SST (Fig. 5n) and a relatively strong thermal adjustment to SSTA (Fig. 5p). The tropical damping coefficients calculated here are stronger than those in Frankignoul.

³The uncertainties in tropical $a_{U}$ calculated using ICOADS datasets might come from the large number of missing wind observations (>5 yr) which were filled in using spatial interpolation in our calculation.
due to the assumptions made for their algorithms.4

The $e$-folding time scale of SSTA ($\tau$), is proportional to MLD ($h_m$) and inversely related to the damping coefficient ($\alpha$) [Eq. (18)]. The two variables together determine the spatial gradient of $\tau$ over the North Atlantic, which is longer in the extratropics than in the tropics (Fig. 6a). Averaged over the extratropics, the SSTA $e$-folding time is 11.8 months with an annual-mean MLD (colors in Fig. 6a) and 19.5 months with DJF MLD (contours in Fig. 6a), which represents the maximum SSTA memory (Buckley et al. 2019). The $e$-folding time decreases significantly with decreasing latitude, and drops to 2.4 months over the tropical oceans (Fig. 6a). This latitudinal change results from both the nonuniform distribution of MLD (Figs. 2 and 6b) over the North Atlantic and the spatial heterogeneity of the damping coefficient (Figs. 5m and 6c).

The contribution of spatial variations in MLD and the damping coefficients to the spatial distribution of SSTA $e$-folding time is further quantified in Fig. 7. Over the entire North Atlantic, the $e$-folding time calculated with basin-averaged MLD ($\tau_a$) explains 34% of the spatial variance of annual-mean $\tau$ (Fig. 7a), while the $e$-folding time with basin-averaged $\alpha$ ($\tau_{aMLD}$) explains 59% (Fig. 7b). Over the tropical and subtropical oceans, $\tau_a$ can only explain 6% of the variance of $\tau$ (Fig. 7a), while $\tau_{aMLD}$ explains 85% of the $\tau$ variance (Fig. 7b). Thus, over the tropical and subtropical oceans, MLD is largely responsible for generating the observed $e$-folding time (Fig. 7b). The variance of $\tau$ explained by $\tau_a$ increases to 17% over the extratropical oceans, but is still significantly lower than that explained by the MLD gradient (53%) (Figs. 7a,b). The importance of MLD to the spatial distribution of $e$-folding time scale is similar for when DJF MLD is considered (Figs. 7c,d).

In summary, the mixed layer is deep in the extratropics (Fig. 2), and the damping is relatively weak due to the collective impact of cold SSTs as the background state [Eqs. (9) and (10); Figs. 5b,f,j,n] and an efficient adjustment of the atmosphere to the SSTA (Figs. 5d,h,l,p). Consequently, an SSTA in the extratropical North Atlantic can be preserved for a longer period compared to its tropical counterpart (Fig. 6a). This difference in persistence is consistent with the autocorrelation of EASSTA and TASSTA (Figs. 3b,c), as well as the temporal evolution of AMV SSTA (Fig. 4).

b. Comparison of modeled and observed AMV SSTA variability: Atmosphere-only scenario

The $e$-folding time $\tau$ and the STD of atmospheric heating rate $\sigma$ are first evaluated at each grid cell and then averaged over the extratropical and tropical boxes.
We integrate the red-noise model [Eq. (19)] for 200 years for both the extratropical and tropical North Atlantic to quantify the magnitude of SSTA variability (represented by the STD of the 200-yr SSTA time series) forced purely by the atmosphere. The model is run with two scenarios, one using $\tau$ calculated with annual-mean variables, the other with $\tau$ calculated using DJF mean MLD. The latter run is expected to generate the longest SSTA memory as the MLD is the deepest during DJF months (Buckley et al. 2019). We have purposely used DJF MLD for $e$-folding time scale and the heating rate based on the monthly MLD in the second scenario, in order to produce what we consider an upper bound of SSTA variability generated by the atmospheric heating (Deser et al. 2003).

The red-noise model with atmospheric heating matches the observed SSTA variability in the tropical North Atlantic, but substantially underestimates the observed SSTA variability in the extratropics (Figs. 8a,b). Specifically, the model simulates an average SSTA STD of 0.33 K (pink box in Fig. 8a) for the tropical North Atlantic, close to the observed value (red lines in Fig. 8a), suggesting that atmospheric heating alone can explain tropical North Atlantic SSTA variability. Using an $e$-folding scale based on DJF MLD produces similar model results (red box in Fig. 8a). This result corroborates previous studies that emphasize the importance of atmospheric processes to the tropical branch of the AMV (Bellomo et al. 2016; Brown et al. 2016; Yuan et al. 2016; Wills et al. 2019). In contrast, the red-noise...
model forced with atmospheric heating alone underestimates the observed magnitude of extratropical SSTA STD by 50%. Specifically, the model simulates an average SSTA STD in the extratropical North Atlantic of 0.18 K (light blue box in Fig. 8b), which falls short of the observed value of 0.36 K (blue lines in Fig. 8b). The upper bound of the distribution is also well below the observed value. Using an $e$-folding time scale based on DJF MLD shortens the distance between the observed and modeled SSTA STD, but still underestimates the observed SSTA STD by 41% (blue box in Fig. 8b). The light blue box is the simulation with atmospheric heating only [same as the light blue box in (b)], and the green box is the simulation with atmospheric heating and heating due to MLD variability [term C in Eq. (17)]. The orange box is the simulation with atmospheric heating, MLD variability, and the entrainment of SSTA from the previous winter (reemergence mechanism). The purple boxes are the SSTA STD considering the combination of atmospheric heating, MLD variability, reemergence, and the upper bound of the forcing of anthropogenic aerosols derived from CMIP5 models (Table 2). The light (dark) purple box is with the aerosol forcing calculated using the original (detrended) SSTA time series simulated by the CMIP5 models. The red solid line in (a) [blue solid line in (b) and (c)] is the observed SSTA STD in the tropical (extratropical) North Atlantic based on the average of the five SST datasets. The corresponding dashed lines are the 95% confidence interval of the observed SSTA STD.

To test under what conditions the red-noise model can produce atmospherically forced SSTA comparable to observed values we explore the relationship between SSTA variability and the two model parameters: $e$-folding time $\tau$ and the STD of the atmospheric heating rate $\sigma$. Since SSTA STD increases monotonically with the $e$-folding time scale and with the STD of the atmospheric heating (Fig. 9), an increase in either could produce a model SSTA STD consistent with observations. Specifically, an increase in $\sigma$ from 0.074 to 0.148 K month$^{-1}$ or an increase in $\tau$ from 11 months to 60 months could generate a match with observations. However, neither scenario is realistic within the current climate regime of the North Atlantic for the simple reason that there is a strong inverse relationship between $\tau$ and $\sigma$ in the observations; that is, an increase of $\tau$ is accompanied by a decrease of $\sigma$ (Fig. 9). This trade-off stems from the mutual dependence of $\tau$ and $\sigma$ on the local MLD, where $\tau$ is proportional to MLD [Eq. (18)], but $\sigma$ is inversely proportional to MLD [term B in Eq. (17)]. Due to the inverse relationship between $\tau$ and $\sigma$ we can fit a function in the form of

$$\ln \sigma = \beta_1 \ln \tau + \beta_2 + \epsilon$$

(20)
to describe the observed relationship between $\tau$ and $\sigma$. In other words, using our observed estimates of $\tau$ and $\sigma$, we fit a line between $\ln \sigma$ and $\ln \tau$. The constants $\beta_1$ and $\beta_2$ are derived so that the least squared error of the fitted function is minimized. For annual mean $\tau$, we find $\beta_1 = -0.70$, $\beta_2 = -0.89$, and $\epsilon$ has zero mean with a standard deviation of 0.12 (Fig. 9), with the
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**Fig. 8.** North Atlantic SSTA variability with atmospheric forcing only. Box-and-whisker plot of SSTA STD (K) derived from 1000 simulations of the red-noise model [Eq. (19)]. The box represents the interquartile range and the horizontal line within the box represents the median of SSTA STD. The whiskers end at the maximum and minimum value of all simulations. The solid dot within each box is the mean of the SSTA STD. (a),(b) The STD of SSTA for the tropical and extratropical North Atlantic, respectively, forced with atmospheric heating only. The light red box in (a) [light blue box in (b)] shows the simulations with annual mean $\tau$ and the dark red (blue) box is that with DJF $\tau$. (c) The five boxes each represent a simulation for the extratropical North Atlantic SSTA STD. The light blue box is the simulation with atmospheric heating only [same as the light blue box in (b)], and the green box is the simulation with atmospheric heating and heating due to MLD variability [term C in Eq. (17)]. The orange box is the simulation with atmospheric heating, MLD variability, and the entrainment of SSTA from the previous winter (reemergence mechanism). The purple boxes are the SSTA STD considering the combination of atmospheric heating, MLD variability, reemergence, and the upper bound of the forcing of anthropogenic aerosols derived from CMIP5 models (Table 2). The light (dark) purple box is with the aerosol forcing calculated using the original (detrended) SSTA time series simulated by the CMIP5 models. The red solid line in (a) [blue solid line in (b) and (c)] is the observed SSTA STD in the tropical (extratropical) North Atlantic based on the average of the five SST datasets. The corresponding dashed lines are the 95% confidence interval of the observed SSTA STD.
correlation between the fitted curve and the data being 0.86 ($R^2 = 0.74$).

The trade-off between the two parameters has important implications for SSTA variability in response to atmospheric heating. Specifically, $\tau$ increases with MLD, and MLD variability explains 65% of the spatial variability in $\tau$ over the North Atlantic (Figs. 6b and 7c,d). The increase in $\epsilon$-folding time will increase the SSTA STD if the atmospheric heating rate remains unchanged (Fig. 9). Meanwhile, an increase in MLD immediately weakens the effective heating rate by surface fluxes, since the heat is then distributed over a deeper water column [Eq. (17)]. This decreased variance for the atmospheric heating rate, in turn, decreases SSTA STD (Fig. 9).

Resulting from the mutual constraint between $\tau$ and $\sigma$ [Eq. (20)], the observed parameters are confined to a narrow domain of the theoretical parameter space (Fig. 9), making atmospheric thermal forcing an inefficient means to adjust the extratropical SSTA STD to that observed. In our analysis, the observed parameter space intersects with the observed EASSTA STD isoline in a narrow domain in which $\tau$ is less than 4 months and $\sigma$ is greater than 0.25 K month$^{-1}$, a parameter set representative of tropical rather than extratropical oceans (Fig. 9). This mismatch indicates that the atmosphere alone cannot force the extratropical SSTA variability unless the background state in the extratropical North Atlantic drastically shifts toward a tropical-like regime, an unlikely scenario under current climate conditions.

c. The case for ocean dynamics contributing to the observed AMV SSTA variability

The inability of atmospheric forcing alone to generate the observed SSTA variability over the extratropical North Atlantic suggests that other forcing components must be in play. These components include year-to-year MLD variability [term C in Eq. (17)], reemergence of the previous winter’s SSTA (Alexander and Deser 1995; Hanawa and Sugimoto 2004), external forcing by natural and anthropogenic aerosols (Otterå et al. 2010; Booth et al. 2012; Bellucci et al. 2017), and 3D ocean dynamics (Delworth et al. 1993; Hausmann and Czaja 2012; Buckley et al. 2014, 2015; Buckley and Marshall 2016; Delworth et al. 2017; Zhang 2017; Zhao et al. 2018). We add the former three components to our model and infer the latter from the mismatch between the modeled and observed SSTA variability, because limited ocean observations preclude the explicit inclusion of 3D ocean dynamics. We assume that interannual MLD variability, entrainment of the previous winter’s SSTA due to wintertime MLD deepening, and external forcing by anthropogenic aerosols are independent of each other. We add them sequentially to our model.

Year-to-year MLD variability yields an STD in the heating rate [term C in Eq. (17)] of 0.03 K month$^{-1}$, equivalent to 40.5% of the STD of the heating rate due to atmospheric forcing. The MLD-induced heating, together with atmospheric heating [the idealized heat balance equation becomes ($\partial T/\partial t = (- T/\tau) + N(0, \sigma_{\text{time}}^2) + N(0, \sigma_{\text{MLD}}^2)$], results in an SSTA STD of 0.19 K, still far below that observed (green box in Fig. 8c).

Next, we include wintertime deepening of the MLD so that a previous winter’s SSTA, preserved at the base of winter mixed layer, can be entrained. Following de Coetlogon and Frankignoul (2003), this SSTA reemergence mechanism is formulated as $\gamma T_{\text{preceeding winter}}$. Here, $\gamma_t$ is the entrainment rate and is defined as

$$
\gamma_t = \begin{cases} 
\frac{1}{h_m} \frac{dh_m}{dt}, & \text{if } \frac{dh_m}{dt} > 0 \\
0, & \text{if } \frac{dh_m}{dt} \leq 0
\end{cases}, \quad (21)
$$

and $T_{\text{preceeding winter}}$ is the SSTA formed in the preceding winter and preserved at the bottom of the mixed layer. In late fall, when the MLD is deepening, the previous winter’s SSTA is mixed into the mixed layer, and thus reemerges (Alexander and Deser 1995). With the
The reemergence mechanism considered, the idealized model [Eq. (19)] becomes

\[
\frac{dT'}{dt} = -\frac{T'}{\tau} + N(0, \sigma^2_{\text{atmo}}) + N(0, \sigma^2_{\text{MLD}}) + \gamma_i T_i^{\text{preceding winter}}.
\] (22)

The entrainment rate \( \gamma_i \) is derived from the monthly climatology of MLD in the extratropical North Atlantic. We find \( \gamma_i = 0.425, 0.248, 0.158, \) and \( 0.05 \) month\(^{-1} \) for the months of October, November, December, and January, respectively; \( \gamma_i \) is zero for all other months. Including the reemergence process in the red-noise model increases SSTA memory (Fig. 10), consistent with previous studies (Deser et al. 2003; de Coëtlogon and Frankignoul 2003; Buckley et al. 2019). However, the STD of SSTA remains almost unchanged (orange box in Fig. 8c). It is noteworthy that entrainment usually occurs on daily time scales, which cannot be fully resolved by the available observational data. Thus, the contribution of reemergence to EASSTA variability quantified in this study is suggestive rather than conclusive. A more detailed analysis of entrainment will be quantified when higher-resolution MLD data become available.

Finally, we estimate the aerosol forcing on the AMV SSTA STD using model-simulated NASSTA time series. We analyze five CMIP5 models with simulations that isolate the climatic impacts of anthropogenic aerosols. Despite the fact that there is large model uncertainty in the simulated response of anthropogenic aerosols (Fig. 11), we find that regardless of model or data processing methods, the SSTA STD with aerosol forcing cannot match the observed (Fig. 8c). The two data processing methods that we consider are 1) removing a trend to be consistent with our analysis of observational data and 2) considering the nondetrended NASSTA in order to capture the full uncertainty in the model-simulated response to aerosols (Fig. 11). The SSTA STD ranges from 0.011 to 0.066 K for the detrended time series and from 0.03 to 0.165 K for the nondetrended time series (Table 2). By adding the maximum aerosol forcing (nondetrended time series simulated by CanESM2; 0.165 K) to the red-noise model, we obtain an SSTA STD in the range of [0.22, 0.28] K (purple box in Fig. 8c). Thus, even the model with the largest response to anthropogenic aerosols still underestimates the observed SSTA variability (0.36 K) over the extratropical North Atlantic (Fig. 8c). We note that our estimates likely represent the maximum aerosol forcing on SSTA variability for two reasons. First, aerosol forcing cannot easily be separated from the atmospheric heating rate derived from reanalysis datasets. Thus, we may be double-counting the aerosol forcing by adding the CMIP5 model-simulated SSTA variance directly to that estimated by the red-noise model (see section 2c and purple boxes in Fig. 8c). Second, we have considered the situation with the maximum SSTA sensitivity to aerosol radiative forcing in climate models (Table 2 and Fig. 11). It is reasonable to assume that, in reality, the SSTA response to aerosol forcing is weaker than the upper bound of CMIP5 models. Overall, despite the highly uncertain aerosol forcing on North Atlantic

![Fig. 10. Autocorrelation function of EASSTA. The gray curve is the autocorrelation function of observed EASSTA (same as the dark blue curve in Fig. 3b). The red and blue curves are, respectively, the EASSTA autocorrelation function simulated by the red-noise model with (corresponding to the orange box in Fig. 8c) and without the reemergence mechanism process (corresponding to the light blue boxes in Figs. 8b,c). The inset is the autocorrelation function for time lags less than 24 months.](image)

![Fig. 11. NASSTA (K) in response to anthropogenic aerosol forcing as simulated by the five CMIP5 models: (a) original SSTA time series and (b) detrended time series. The thick black curves are the ensemble means of the five models.](image)
SSTA, the mismatch between the modeled and observed SSTA STD corroborates our conclusions that emphasize the role of ocean dynamics in forcing SSTA variability.

5. Conclusions

This study investigates the role of the ocean in setting the AMV SSTA by using an idealized red-noise model that simulates the ocean mixed layer heat balance. Our analysis suggests that the AMV SSTA persistence results mainly from its extratropical component, where a deep mixed layer and weak damping mechanism make the SSTA more persistent than its tropical counterpart.

The red-noise model forced solely with atmospheric heating substantially underestimates the SSTA STD over the extratropical North Atlantic, suggesting that atmospheric forcing alone is inadequate to generate the observed AMV in this region. Reproducing the observed SSTA STD with atmospheric forcing alone requires a doubling of the atmospheric heating rate or a tripling of the e-folding time in the red-noise model. However, because of the inverse relationship between atmospheric heating and the e-folding time, these increased parameter values are highly unlikely to occur in the North Atlantic unless there is a drastic shift in the background climate state. Further, we find that adding the contribution of interannual MLD variability, re-emergence, and anthropogenic aerosol forcing does not close the gap between the modeled and observed SSTA STD over the extratropical North Atlantic. In addition, we have tested the results by applying a low-pass filter to the modeled SSTA time series to emphasize the decadal-to-multidecadal variation signals. We found that the gap between the observed EASSTA STD and the atmosphere forced EASSTA STD is larger when a low-pass filter is applied (0.07 K in model simulation vs 0.23 K in observations) compared to the unfiltered time series. Based on the results of this study, we conclude that 3D ocean dynamics are needed to fully explain the observed AMV SSTA.

The necessity of ocean dynamics based on our results does not nullify the contribution of atmosphere to AMV SSTA (Clement et al. 2015; Cane et al. 2017). We have shown that atmospheric processes are indispensable for forcing the tropical branch of the AMV (Fig. 8a), which is consistent with studies that emphasize the role of the atmosphere (through cloud feedback) in propagating the extratropical SSTA into the tropical North Atlantic and thus creating the spatial coherence of AMV (Bellomo et al. 2016; Brown et al. 2016; Yuan et al. 2016). Our calculations also suggest that atmospheric white noise forcing is nonnegligible for AMV SSTA in the extratropical North Atlantic, as the SSTA STD forced by white noise alone is about half that observed.

Finally, a recent study based on available ocean reanalysis datasets found that 3D oceanic heat transport is key to interannual-to-decadal SSTA variability in the subpolar North Atlantic (Foukal and Lozier 2018). However, the limitation of ocean observations impedes further analysis of the 3D ocean dynamics important to the AMV SSTA. Considering the significant global and regional climatic impact of the AMV (e.g., Enfield et al. 2001; Hoerling and Kumar 2003; Sutton and Hodson 2005; Zhang and Delworth 2006; Shanahan et al. 2009; Woollings et al. 2012; Tippett et al. 2016), sustained ocean observations that can resolve these dynamics in the extratropical North Atlantic are of high value (Lozier et al. 2017).
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